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WATERSHED MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEETING 
MINUTES 

March 1, 2022 
 
 

I. CALL TO ORDER: 
 

Present:  Ed Freeman, Robert Mohr, Mike O'Connor, Mike Simon, Donna Spinella, 
Eric Tait, Chris Tanea, Mark Valentine 

 
Absent: Al Broccolo, Debbie Drawe, Mike Guyon 

Guests: Mr. Ron LaMagna 

Mark Valentine welcomed Donna Spinella, who is a new member of the 
Watershed Management Committee.  

 
II. APPROVAL OF MINUTES: 

 
1. The minutes for the February 1st, 2022 meeting were approved. Ed 

Freeman motioned to approve the minutes. Mike Simon seconded 
the motion. 

 
 

III. COMMITTEE DISCUSSION: 
 

1. Stream Cleaning Update 
 

Bob Mohr updated the committee on the status of the stream cleaning 
in the Black Forest neighborhood.  The area from Harris Road to Black 
Forest has been completed.  Crews have begun to work on the south 
side of Black Forest toward Hermance Road and then onto Salt Road. 
 
Mark Valentine asked if the standing water in the Black Forest area has 
finally drained. 
 
Bob Mohr replied that the water level has dropped about two and half 
feet so far.   
 
Mark Valentine stated the next area to be worked on is the Pipers 
Meadow neighborhood to resolve concerns that the lower half of the 
neighborhood is still holding water.  Mark still needs to have a 
conversation with the Nature Conservancy, however, he did have a 
discussion with the new Director of Facilities for the school district and 
the school district does not have any issues or concerns with Town staff 
using their property to access the Pipers Meadow neighborhood.   
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Mark will reach out to the Nature Conservancy to inquire about gaining 
access to the area through their property and/or using Coachman Drive 
and Brougham Drive. 

 
Mark added that staff is continuing to work with BME on obtaining 
various permits for additional stream cleaning projects and will update 
the committee at the next meeting. 
 
 

2. Rain on Snow Event 
 

Mark Valentine explained to the committee that there has been some rain 
on snow events recently that have caused a few areas in the Town to have 
some drainage issues.  Mark invited Chris Tanea, the Town’s 
Communications Director, to sit in on this meeting.  Chris will be gathering 
information for the Town’s website that will help educate and inform the 
public on various weather events and how they may affect their properties.  
Other topics will include keeping catch basins clear, keeping fire hydrants 
accessible, checking downspout extenders and making sure gutters are 
free of debris, etc. 
 
Bob Mohr said that there have been issues in the past during the fall 
season where residents push leaves towards the road which ultimately end 
up in the road and on top of the catch basins.  When the leaves collect on 
the catch basins and snow piles on top of them, it causes the catch basins 
to become sealed and not function as they should. Bob mentioned one 
area in particular near the Penfield Veterinary Hospital where there was ice 
lodged in the grate that was causing some issues.  DPW crews removed 
the ice blockage and everything is functioning normally.  
 
Mark Valentine mentioned that it might be a good idea to inform the public 
thru social media and other venues, that the Town does not provide leaf 
pick up in the fall.  Hopefully, by providing this information to the public, it 
will stop homeowners from pushing their leaves towards the road.  Some 
residents that are new to Penfield see leaf pickup in the neighboring Town 
of Webster and assume that the Town of Penfield offers that same service. 
 
Ed Freeman added that it might be a good idea to add some verbiage 
pertaining to leaf pick up and keeping catch basins clear in the quarterly 
newsletter that the Town of Penfield Recreation Department distributes. 

 
 
IV. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION: 

1. Mr. Ron LaMagna of 146 Timberline Drive attended the meeting and 
expressed his concern of the creek level rising behind his home.  The 
runoff from the retention pond (Glenbrook Pond) and the Beacon Hills 
neighborhood flows behind his house.  Mr. LaMagna stated that there is 
quite a bit of debris in the creek that is forcing the creek level higher than 
usual.   
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Bob Mohr stated that the area from Sampson Road all the way to Rodney 
Lane was cleared out approximately ten years ago.  The gabion baskets 
were removed and the channel was widened to the same width as the 
culvert running underneath Rodney Lane.   
 
Mr. LaMagna stated that the portion of creek behind is house is 
approximately 20 ft wide, however, heading towards Rodney Lane the 
creek narrows to approximately 2 ft.  There is also an abundance of 
overgrowth in that area of the creek that inhibits the water from flowing 
properly because it has not been dredged recently.  The creek is high and 
Mr. LaMagna is concerned that with the predicted warm weather, snow 
melt, and rain, the creek will rise above the banks as it has done in the 
past. Mr. LaMagna feels that the creek has become the “retention pond” 
because the creek levels have not gone down.  Mr. LaMagna also feels 
that Eric Tait’s letter explaining the purpose of the retention pond and water 
levels was very detailed, but he would appreciate town staff coming to his 
property and looking at the situation firsthand.  Mr. LaMagna stated that his 
property was designated a floodplain.  When the retention pond was 
established, his property was no longer in a floodplain.  He is concerned 
that the retention pond is not managed properly and there is a risk for 
potential flooding.  Mr. LaMagna feels that the creek needs to be dredged 
and widened around the bend to keep the water flowing towards Rodney 
Lane and Creek Street.  
 
Mark Valentine stated that in regard to debris in the creek, Town staff can 
look at the area once weather permits.  As far as dredging is concerned, it 
is typically a two year process to get permitting through the DEC.  The 
DEC has become very restrictive on granting permits for dredging 
waterways.  The DEC requires proof of any property and structural damage 
due to flooding, etc before granting any permits.  They will not grant 
permits based on concerns of potential flooding.  Staff reviewed the 
pictures that were submitted by Mr. LaMagna that show the water level well 
within the banks of the creek.  Mark explained that every June, staff and 
committee members walk various areas/streams to look for any trouble 
spots.  Mark suggested that Mr. LaMagna’s property be added to the June 
stream walk to assess the situation and move forward accordingly.  There 
are hundreds of miles of streams in the Town of Penfield that staff 
maintains and monitors, and unfortunately, it can’t all be maintained at the 
same time.  
 
Mr. LaMagna said that in the past, the Town has always been very 
responsive.  Several years ago the Town tried to help by placing rocks on 
the other side of the creek to help shore up the banks, but since then, Mr. 
LaMagna feels like the Town has been neglecting the creek which 
continues to rise and fill with debris. 
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Mark Valentine replied that if the creek is holding water without storm 
events, staff will need to determine the cause and act accordingly.  As far 
as Eric Tait’s email regarding the gate, Mark explained that there is a 12” 
orifice at the bottom of the retention pond structure which throttles and 
holds the water back.  If the gate is closed, the water is no longer being 
throttled; it is completely shut off.  Once the water goes over the spillway, it 
has the potential to create a four by five foot wave of water flowing down 
the creek and the water flow is no longer controlled.  The photos of the 
creek that were submitted by Mr. LaMagna show that the water is still 
within the creek boundaries which confirms that the retention bond is 
working as it should.   
 
Mr. LaMagna replied that he uses the “island” within the retention pond as 
a gauge to monitor the water level in the pond.  At this point it is not very 
high, which prompted him to inquire about the potential to close the gate.  
Mr. LaMagna is looking for a way to mitigate what is occurring downstream 
and still maintain the retention ponds for what they were designed for, 
which is to keep his property out of the floodplain.  
 
Mark Valentine stated that with the pipe replacement that was done a few 
years ago, there were no modifications to the outfall structure at all.  The 
pipe under the road was beginning to deteriorate due to rust and was 
replaced.  The downstream area on the south side of Woodfield still needs 
to be slip lined.  Town staff has been out in the area several times to 
monitor the retention pond and surrounding areas. 
 
Eric Tait added that during weather events such heavy rainfall, the water 
does not stop entering into the pond as soon as the rain stops.  It 
sometimes takes three full days for the water upstream to make its way to 
the retention ponds.  The intent with the pond was to prevent water from 
coming up into yards and flooding homes.   
 
Mark Valentine agreed and said that if the creek is holding water and not 
flowing as it should, staff can certainly take a look and take the appropriate 
action.  Mr. LaMagna’s property will be added to the June stream walk and 
staff and committee members will be more than happy to meet with Mr. 
LaMagna to walk the creek together and discuss what might need to be 
done.   

   
Eric Tait added that when staff applies for permits, the DEC dictates if 
rocks can be placed along the creek banks.  If the DEC allows rocks, they 
instruct staff where exactly they can be placed (primarily at bends and 
intersections).   
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Mark Valentine stated that the DEC wants to keep everything as natural 
as possible and anything that is armored tends to consist of root wads, 
mudsills, weirs, etc.  Mark thanked Mr. LaMagna for coming to the meeting 
and felt the discussion was very helpful and will also help educate the 
public on creeks and drainage processes. 
 

 
V. COMMUNICATIONS: 

 
a. Town of Penfield 
 

 MS4 Audit 
 

Mark Valentine shared that since the last committee meeting, staff 
received the official letter from the DEC pertaining to the audit that was 
performed last December.   This was a full audit of the MS4 program 
and included a review of how we handle SWPPP inspections, field 
inspections, education communication, posting of materials, the H2O 
Hero program and stormwater management processes.  The letter 
stated that the Town passed the audit and did very well overall.  Chris 
Tenea, Director of Communications for the Town of Penfield, will be 
working with staff to share this information on the Town’s social media 
platform. 
 

b. Monroe County Stormwater Coalition 
 

c. New York State - EPA 
 

 New MS4 Permit 
 

Mark Valentine updated the committee on the progress of the new 
MS4 permit.  The last time the permit was updated was in 2015 and it is 
currently in the process of being updated again.  The permit is usually 
updated every five years, however due to Covid, the update was 
delayed until this year.   The Stormwater Coalition consists of 
approximately twenty nine communities in Monroe County.  The 
coalition combines money each year to help with public education such 
as billboards, tv spots, and Facebook adds.  The County also 
contributes funds.  The County is currently putting together comments 
for the MS4 permit regarding additional education and outreach to 
specific entities.  One of the main issues is the request from the DEC 
for additional cleaning and maintenance of catch basins.  Currently, 
there are approximately 4,100 catch basins that the Town is 
responsible for.  Initially, the coalition asked that all the catch basins be 
checked and cleaned once a year and the high priority basins twice a 
year.  Checking and maintaining all the catch basins within the time 
schedule requested would be virtually impossible for Town staff.  After 
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the coalition comments, the DEC responded by reducing the amount of 
inspections to once every five years and twice every five years for the 
high priority catch basins.  This would mean that over nine hundred 
catch basins would need to be inspected annually.  The required 
inspections would also be more involved, such as measuring the sump, 
size of the pipe, and structure.  The coalition is pushing back on these 
DEC requirements.  The Town is certainly not opposed to cleaning and 
maintaining the catch basins, however staff, funds, and equipment is 
limited and these limitations have to be considered.  The other issue the 
coalition is focusing on is the implementation time.  Some of the 
timeframes are thirty days and some are six months.  The 
implementation times have a huge impact on budgets, staff and 
equipment needs.   Monroe County Representative, Andy Sansone, 
also had similar concerns and has met with other coalitions to discuss 
and gather feedback to submit to the DEC.  
 
Mike Simon asked if staff from the Monroe County Soil and Water 
District attended the audit.   
 
Mark Valentine replied that Kelly Emerick and Jim Sroka attended 
along with Andy Sansone and DPW staff.   
 
Mike Simon asked what their role is during the audit process.  
 
Mark Valentine replied that they have a supportive role for the Town of 
Penfield as being a part of the coalition.  
 
Mike Simon asked who Doug Sangster and Catherine DuBreck are. 
 
Mark Valentine replied that they are both Town employees.  Doug is 
the Town Planner and Catherine is the Town Junior Planner and GIS 
Specialist. 
 
Mike Simon said that it is beneficial that Doug and Catherine were able 
to participate in the audit and it is helpful to have representation from 
various departments. 
 
Mark Valentine agreed and stated that one of the things that the DEC 
looks for is making sure multiple staff members are familiar with MS4 
protocols and the SWMPP Plan (Stormwater Management Plan) should 
someone leave the Town or if there are staff changes.   
 
Mike Simon asked if the SWMPP Plan is the same model that the 
coalition refers to. 
 
Mark Valentine replied that the County created a template and each 
town tweaks it and gears it towards their individual needs. 
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Mike Simon was surprised that the audit letter was nine pages but was 
happy to see it was nine pages of positive comments and congratulated 
Town staff on a job well done.  Mike noticed that the DEC gave staff 
until July to address any areas that needed improvement, however, he 
didn’t see any major issues.   
 
Mark Valentine stated that one item that the DEC noted was that two 
out of the three local laws (3, 4, and 5) adopted in 2008 were not 
certified by an attorney.  The County certified one of the laws and the 
Town, along with other communities, assumed that all three local laws 
were certified.  An attorney will have to certify that the other two local 
laws meet NYS standards. 
 
 

VI. OLD BUSINESS 
None 
 
 

VII. NEW BUSINESS 
None 

 
 
VIII. NEXT MEETING:  Tuesday, April 5th, 2022 

 
 
IX. ADJOURNMENT: 4:40 pm 
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